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Biography
Professor Li Lianjiang is the Head of Department of Government and International Affairs, Lingnan University. He received his Bachelor’s degree in Philosophy at Nankai University in 1982 and PhD in Political Science at Ohio State University in 1996. He taught at the Hong Kong Baptist University from 1996 to 2006 and the Chinese University from 2006 to 2022.

Professor Li’s research interests include political trust, popular contention, and democratic reforms in China. He is the co-author (with Professor Kevin O’Brien at the University of California at Berkeley) of Rightful Resistance in Rural China (Cambridge University Press, 2006). His research articles appear in over a dozen academic journals, including China Quarterly, Comparative Politics, and Comparative Political Studies. His book manuscript on Political Trust in China is under contract with the University of Michigan Press. In addition to writing in English, Professor Li has recently published a few Chinese books on how to do research and get published in social sciences.